Cotton Candy Machine Instructions
Place the machine on a sturdy, level surface. Something lower than dining table height
works best, as bowl may be difficult to reach when assembled. Loosen the travel knobs on
either side of the spinner head to ensure proper rotation of the spinner head. Make sure all
switches on machine are in “OFF” position. Plug the machine into a grounded outlet.
Extension cords cannot be used with this machine.
Place the bowl over the spinner head, then unroll the plastic screen along the outside
rim of the bowl and hold it in place with the metal clips. This screen causes the floss to collect
in the bowl properly. After the screen is in place, lower the clear bubble over the bowl to
prevent floss from flying away.
After the machine is plugged into the proper outlet, fill the spinner head halfway with
floss sugar. Lower the lid on the clear bubble, then turn the motor switch into the “ON”
position. This will start the spinner head. Some sugar may fly out of the spinner head at this
time, so make sure to keep your eyes away from level with the head if the clear lid is open.
Turn the heat switch to “ON” and the voltage control knob to its highest setting. This
will start cotton candy flowing in just a few seconds. After cotton candy is flowing out of the
head, turn the voltage knob down until the meter needle hovers in the green zone. This zone
should keep the sugar flowing without burning it.
The leather “floaters” on the sides of the spinner head create a draft of air that controls
where the floss flies in the bowl. Twisting these up or down will cause the candy to fly higher
or lower in the bowl.
Continue refilling the spinner head until desired amount of floss is made, then run the
spinner head until no more floss is produced. Turn both switches to “OFF”, then unplug the
machine from the outlet.

Cleaning
Clean only the bowl, plastic mesh, and clear bubble
before returning machine to the store. Please do not
clean any part of the spinner head or base unit.
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